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ON THE SUCCESSIVE DERIVED SETS OF
THE PISOT NUMBERS
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Abstract. Let S denote the set of Pisot (or Pisot-Vijayaraghavan) numbers

and let S(*> be the Tcth derived set of S. It is shown that 7c1/2 < min S<*>

and that lim sup(min S(*'/tc) < 1. The lower bound improves the estimate

kl/* < min S<*) of Dufresnoy and Pisot, while the upper bound improves

the obvious estimate min S^ < k + 1.

The set S of Pisot (or Pisot-Vijayaraghavan) numbers is the set of real

algebraic integers 9 > 1 all of whose remaining conjugates lie strictly within

the unit circle. Salem [6] proved the remarkable fact that S is a closed subset

of the real line.

Let 5(k) denote the kth derived set of S, and min Sw its smallest element.

It was shown by Dufresnoy and Pisot [2] that min S(k) > kx/4, and it is

known that the integer k + 1 is in S{k) [5, p. 57] so min S(k) < k + 1.

Our purpose here is to improve these results and to show that in fact

kx/2 < min S(k) < g(k) where lim supg(Ä;)/Ä: < 1. It is believed that the

lower bound is closer to the truth.

Theorem l.minS^ > kxl2.

Proof. Let C be the set of rational functions A (z)/ Q (z) = f(z) for which

A and Q have integer coefficients, Q(0) = I, Q has exactly one zero 9~x in

\z\ < 1, and \f(z)\ < 1 on \z\ = 1. Thus 9 is in S, and / is said to be

associated with 9. If f(z) = u0 + uxz + . . . , then it is shown in [3] that, for

n > 3, there are polynomials Dn, D* of degree tj such that if

En(z)=-z"Dn(z~x)   and   E*n (z) = z"D*n (z~x),

then the Taylor expansions of D„(z)/En(z) and D*(z)/E*(z) begin with the

terms u0 + • • • + un_xz"~x, and furthermore, if the next terms are wnz" and

w*z" respectively, then wn < un < w*. Also Dn, D* have exactly one zero

each in \z\ > 1 at the points t„, t* where rn < 9 < t* and t„ -» 9, t* -* 9 as

77 -> 00.

A result of Grandet-Hugot [4] states that if 9 is in Sw then there is an/in
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C associated with 9 such that

wn + k < un < w* - k (1)

for all sufficiently large n.

Consider now the function

<¡>(z) = {(D*JE*„) - (Dn/En))(\ - r*nz)(r*n - z)~\\ - rnz)(rn - ,)-■*-.

Clearly <j>(z) is holomorphic in  \z\ < 1, and \<b(z)\ < 2 on \z\ = 1  since

\D*/E;\ = 1 and \DJEn\ = 1 on \z\ = 1. Thus

(W:-K)/(r!r„) = <p(0)<2. (2)

By (1) and (2), 2k < w* - wn < 2t*t„. Letting n-> oo, we have k < 92,

which proves the theorem.

Theorem 2. Let 9 = n,a rational integer. Then n is in S(k), where

k > max(2[a(n - 1)], 2[a(n - 2)] + l),

a being the constant 1/(2 V2 — 1) > 1/2. In particular

lim sup(min S(k)/k) < 1/ (2a) < 1.

Proof. Let P(a, b, c; z) = za + zb + za+c - zb+c for integers a, b, c.

Then

\P(a, b, c; z)\2 = \za + zb\2 + (zc + z-c)(z"-b - zb-") + \za - zb\2 < 8,

for \z\ = 1, since we can combine the first and last terms and use the

parallelogram law. Thus, if / - 1 > 2V2 m and «,.n3m are arbitrary

positive integers, then the following polynomial has exactly one zero in

1*1 < 1:
1 - lz + P(nx, n2, n3;z)+ ■ ■ ■ + P(«3„_2, n3m_x, n3m; z).

If we specialize «3l_2 =1 for 1 < / < j, where j < m, we obtain a

polynomial with 3m —j parameters whose root inside the unit circle tends to

1/(1 — j) as these parameters tend to oo. This shows that n = I — j E S<3m"^

if / - 1 > 2V2 m. The most favourable choice ofy isj = m, giving n E 5(2m)

if n - 1 > (2V2 -l)m, or else j = m - 1, giving n E s(2m+1) if

n - 2 > (2V2 — \)m. These combine to prove the theorem.

Remarks. 1. In [1], by a fairly lengthy analysis, we obtain an explicit

formula for lim« - wn) = 2w(f), namely w(f) = 92§(l - \f\2), where §

denotes the geometric mean on the unit circle. Using this in place of (2) one

can improve the lower bound on min S'(*) to min S(*) > (k + 1)1/2.

2. It is known that min S = 90= 1.3247 ... the real root of z3 — z — 1,

that min Sw = (1 + 51/2)/2 [3], and min S(2) = 2 [4]. No other explicit

values of min S(k) axe known.
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